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    FILM OVERVIEW 
   Hercules

G | 93 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy | June 27, 1997 

Walt Disney Animation 

In order to return home to Mount Olympus, Hercules needs to prove he can move from "zero" 
to true hero with Pegasus, the flying stallion, and Phil -- a feisty personal trainer. Along the 

way, Hercules must match wits with Grecian beauty Meg and a comical hothead named 
Hades who, with the help of Pain and Panic, plans to take over the Universe.

Directors:

Ron Clements 
John Musker 

Writers:
Thom Enriquez 
Don Dougherty
Bruce Morris
Mark Kennedy 
Francis Glebas 
Tamara Lusher
Kirk Hanson
Vance Gerry
Jeff Snow
John Ramirez
Randy Cartwright 
Kelly Wightman
Kaan Kalyon
Irene Mecchi
Bob Shaw 
Don McEnery

Voice Actors:
Tate Donovan - Hercules (voice)
Josh Keaton - Young Hercules (voice)
Roger Bart - Young Hercules (singing voice) 
Danny DeVito - Phil (voice)
James Woods - Hades (voice)
Susan Egan - Meg (voice)
Bobcat Goldthwait - Pain (voice)
Matt Frewer - Panic (voice)
Rip Torn - Zeus (voice)
Samantha Eggar - Hera (voice)
Barbara Barrie - Alcmene (voice)
Hal Holbrook - Amphitryon (voice)
Paul Shaffer Paul Shaffer  - Hermes (voice) 
Amanda Plummer - Clotho (voice)
Carole Shelley - Lachesis (voice)



Film Vocabulary
Actor/Actress A person who plays the role of a character in a movie. 
Action A term called out by the director to start filming. (“Action!”) 
Action Film A fast-paced adventure movie. 
Agent A person responsible for the business of an actor or artist. 
Animated Film A movie made by a series of picture 

drawings or computer graphics. 
Behind the Scenes The work done off-camera while making a film. 
Bird’s Eye View A camera shot from above as a bird would see flying over. 
Boom Microphone A microphone placed on an extendable rod. 
Boom Operator A member of the sound crew who works the boom microphone. 
Best Boy A person responsible for operation and equipment 

in the lighting or grip departments. 
Blockbuster A movie that is a major success. 
Camera A device for recording images. 
Camera Crew A group of workers that operate the cameras. 
Camera Angle The point of view from the camera. 
Cameo A small part played by a famous person as a guest appearance. 
Cast All the actors that are in a movie. 
Casting The process of choosing actors for a movie. 
Cinematographer The person in charge of the photography and camera work . 
Clapboard A small board that shows the information of the 

movie. It is “clapped” to start the take. 
Clip A brief segment from a movie. 
Close-up Shot A zoomed in shot that shows a person or item that fills the screen. 
Comedy A funny movie. 
Costume Designer A person who designs the costumes for a movie. 
Crane A large machine that lifts the camera high off the ground. 
Credits A list of all the people who helped make the movie. 
Critic A person who writes reviews of films. 
Cut A term used by the director to stop filming. (“Cut!”) 
Digital Camera 
Profile (DCP) 

A collection of digital files used to store and convey digital 
cinema (DC) audio, image, and data streams.

Director The leading artist on a movie set, in charge of making the film. 
Documentary Film A movie that shows real events and follows actual people. 
Dolly A wheeled support for the camera. 
Double An actor who stands in for another actor during special scenes. 
Drama A movie with an exciting, emotional, or unexpected storyline. 

Editing Choosing, arranging, and fixing clips to create a scene. 
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The The processprocess  of makingof making  a a movie movie fromfrom  anan  initial ideainitial idea  
  editing.editing.  

AA  ccamera amera shot fromshot from  far away,far away,  usuallyusually  showingshowing  ththe e charactercharacter  
as as very smallvery small  inin  comparisoncomparison  toto  theirtheir  surroundings.surroundings.  

Someone Someone who who adaptsadapts  a a musicalmusical  compositioncomposition  forfor  
voicesvoices  and and instrumentsinstruments  toto  aa  movie.movie.  
AA  moviemovie  whewhere re singingsinging  andand  dancingdancing  isis  usedused  asas  a a mainmain  
formform  of of communication.communication.  

EditorEditor  A person in charge of editing.A person in charge of editing.  
ExtraExtra  AA  personperson  wwho ho appearsappears  inin  a a movimovie e usuusually aally as s partpart  ofof  aa  crowdcrowd  oror  

inin  the backgroundthe background  ofof  aa  scene.scene.  
Fast MotionFast Motion  AA  shot in ashot in a  movimovie e thatthat  appearsappears  to to movemove  muchmuch  fasterfaster  thanthan  

other shots.other shots.  

Film FestivalFilm Festival  An An event event where where multiple multiple filmfilms s are are viewed viewed and and often often prempremiere iere forfor  thethe  
firfirsst t time.time.  SSomeome  filmfilm  festivalsfestivals  hahaveve  aa  consistentconsistent  themetheme  
throughout each film.throughout each film.  

FilmmakingFilmmaking  
through through scriptwriting,scriptwriting,  shooting,shooting,  directing,directing,  andand

FlashbackFlashback  A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.  
Foreign FilmForeign Film  AA  moviemovie  produproducedced  outsideoutside  thethe  US.US.  
FrameFrame  One of the many still imagesOne of the many still images which com which compose the completepose the complete  

moving picturmoving picturee
GenreGenre  A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, etc.etc.  
Green ScreenGreen Screen  AA  greengreen  background background thathatt  actorsactors  areare  filmedfilmed  inin  front of that allowsfront of that allows  

computer graphicscomputer graphics  to to be be addedadded  laterlater  tto o changchange e thethe  background.background.  
Hair StylistHair Stylist  

A person responsible for maintaining acA person responsible for maintaining actors’ hairstyles during filming.tors’ hairstyles during filming.  

HighHigh-Angle -Angle ShotShot  A camera angle that lookA camera angle that looks down on a chars down on a character.acter.  
Independent FilmIndependent Film  A movie producA movie produced by a smaller studio.ed by a smaller studio.  
HorrorHorror  A scary movie.A scary movie.  
LightLightinging  ArArtifictificial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.ial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.  
LightLighting Crewing Crew  A group of technicA group of technicians who install and operate lighting.ians who install and operate lighting.  
LongLong-Sho-Shott  

LowLow-Ang-Anglele  ShotShot  A camera shot that looks up at a character.A camera shot that looks up at a character.  
MMakeake-up -up ArtistArtist  AA  personperson  inin  charge charge of actors’of actors’  makemake-up.-up.  
MovieMovie  A series of still or moving images captured by a camerA series of still or moving images captured by a camera.a.  
Music ArrangerMusic Arranger  

MusicalMusical  

PremierePremiere  

PropProp  Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.  
PyrotechnicianPyrotechnician  A member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosA member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosions.ions.  
ReelReel  AA  metalmetal  spoolspool  that holdsthat holds  film.film.  

55

.The first official showing of a movieThe first official showing of a movie.  

Producer A person responsible for the financial and managerial aspects of making 
of a movie.



Scene A series of shots used in a movie. 
Screenplay A script written to be produced as a movie. 

Sci-Fi A movie based on an imagined future, usually relating to scientific or 
technological advances. 

Script The written text of a play, movie, or broadcast. 
Sequel A movie that is a continuation of the story of a previous movie 
Setting The time and space in which a story takes place. 
Set Designer The person responsible for turning the idea of the movie’s 

environment into a set that can be used for filming. 
Slow Motion A shot in a movie that appears to move much slower than the rest 

of the shots. 
Sound Effects Audio added by the sound crew after filming. 

Soundtrack The collection of songs played throughout the movie. 

Spaghetti Western A western filmed in Italy, often with American leading actors. 

Special Effects An artificial effect used to create an illusion in a movie. 

Spoof A comedy movie that humorously mimics another movie/ 

Star A famous actor or actress. 

Steadicam A device that keeps a camera steady and makes the 
shot look smoother. 

Storyboard Pictures created to show the ideas of a scene or movie. 

Studio A company that produces films. 
Stunt A dangerous action performed in a movie. 

Stuntman A performer who fills in for actors during dangerous scenes. 

Take One version of a specific shot in a movie. 

Talkie An early term for a film with sound and recorded voices. 

Trailer A short preview for a movie. 

Trainer A person who works with animals to perform various behaviors in movie. 

Voice-Over Artist A person hired to do the voices for animated characters. 

Wacom Cintiq A device that allows a user to draw images on a tablet screen that are 
digitized into a computer, like electronic pen and paper. 
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Western A movie about cowboys, usually set in western North America. 

Wrap A phrase used by the director when finished shooting. (“That’s a wrap!”) 

Writer A term for someone who creates written work for a film. 

Zoom Shot A shot that magnifies an object’s size. 
3-D Film A movie that uses technology to make it seem as though 

you are watching it with three dimensions. 
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Visualizing Film Vocabulary

Reel Script Low Angle Shot

Boom Microphone 
and Operator Dolly Wacom Cintiq 

Clapboard Steadicam Storyboard 

Camera Crew Director Film Festival 
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Megara
Megara (better known as Meg) is the deuteragonist of 
Disney's 1997 animated feature film, Hercules. A 
snarky "femme fetale", Meg once served as a reluctant 
minion of Hades, to whom she was indebted. Having 
endured a troubled past, Meg developed a cynical 
disposition, her only goal being to rescind her bind and 
live a life of solitude. Her outlook would slowly start to 
change upon meeting Hercules, whose innocence 
would prove it is still good in the world.

Zeus
 He is the ruler of Mount Olympus, with the power to 
control thunder and lightning. He is also father to 
Hercules, who—under Zeus's guidance—would 
become the greatest hero in all of Greece. Zeus is 
jovial and carefree, which makes him a beloved figure 
amongst his godly colleagues, with the exception of his 
evil younger brother, Hades.

Hercules
The son of Zeus and Hera, Hercules was stripped 
away from his home on Mount Olympus and turned 
mortal by his evil uncle, Hades, though he maintained 
his immense strength. Under the guidance of Zeus 
and tutelage of Philoctetes, Hercules would embark 
on a journey of self-discovery to prove himself a true 
hero and reclaim his place amongst the gods.

Character Profiles
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Pain and Panic 
Pain and Panic are the secondary antagonists of 
Disney's 1997 animated feature film Hercules. 
They are two shapeshifting imps who are minions 
of Hades.

The Muses
The Muses are the secondary narrators of the film 
and act as the chorus. They often interrupt Bob, 
saying that he is making the story boring. Thalia 
sometimes calls Bob 'Bobby'. They claim to be 
Hercules' biggest fans, and then singing "Zero to 
Hero", they describe his victories over many 
monsters and his rise to fame.

Hades
He is the fast-talking god of the Underworld with a 
fiery temper and a vendetta against his eldest 
brother, Zeus. In secrecy, Hades hatches a scheme 
to take over Mount Olympus and the cosmos, but a 
prophecy by the Fates foretells that a hero will rise 
against him and end his reign.
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Hera
Hera is the Queen of the Gods, and the wife of 
Zeus in Disney's 1997 animated feature film, 
Hercules. 

Olympian Gods
The Olympian Gods and Goddesses are the rulers of the 
world of Ancient Greece in Hercules. They are divine 
immortals who control the forces of nature. They are 
related to the older Titans, their ancestors and chief 
enemies. There are now twelve major gods who rule over 
the country, the Olympians, all of whom are under the 
absolute rule of Zeus, king of the gods. They reside high 
above on Mount Olympus where they discuss affairs 
related to the mortal world or matters regarding monsters 
or disorders in nature. 

Phil
Philoctetes (better known as Phil) is the tritagonist of 
Disney's 1997 animated feature film, Hercules. He is 
a crotchety, old Satyr (half-human, half-goat) who 
served as a trainer of heroes in Ancient Greece—
most notably, the powerful demigod, Hercules.
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Voice Actor Biographies 

Tate Donovan- Adult Hercules(voice)
Tate Buckley Donovan (born September 25, 1963) is an American actor, voice 
artist, and director, known for portraying Tom Shayes in “Damages”, Jimmy 
Cooper in “The O.C.”, and the voice of Hercules in the Disney animated film 
“Hercules”, the animated television series as Hercules and in a few “Kingdom 
Hearts” video games. Donovan moved to Los Angeles to be closer to the 
television industry while he attended college at USC, where he also met 
severalfellow actors who became longtime friends, such as Grant Heslov and 
George Clooney, as he had a supporting role in their smash film, “Good Night, 
and Good Luck”. After graduating from college, Donovan gained prominent 
notice for his portrayal of the charismatic yet self-centered co-pilot in the 
ensemble period drama “Memphis Belle”. Prior to that, Donovan had appeared 
as the cocky elder camper in “SpaceCamp” and as a recovering drug addict in 
“Clean and Sober." His first leading role was in the charming but minor “Love 
Potion No. 9." He got a role in the Disney family comedy, “Holy Matrimony”. He 
returned to Disney for perhaps his highest-profile effort to date, the animated 
“Hercules”, for which he provided the voice for the adult version of the title 
character. His small-screen work has included a Cable ACE-nominated turn in 
the HBO series “Vietnam War Story II”. He joined the parade of film stars who 
turned to sitcoms, heading the cast of “Partners”. He also starred in a memorable 
episode of NBC's “Homicide: Life on the Street” and had a recurring role as a 
client and potential love interest for Calista Flockhart's titular lawyer “Ally 
McBeal”. Switching networks, he had a recurring role in NBC's “Friends” and in 
the short-lived NBC drama “Trinity”. He has appeared as a guest star in several 
shows such as “The Guardian”, as well as “Mister Sterling” and in the show “The 
O.C.”.

Daniel DeVito- Phil(voice)
Daniel Michael DeVito Jr. (born November 17, 1944) is an American actor, 
director, producer, and screenwriter. In 1968, Danny landed his first part in a 
movie when he appeared as a thug in the obscure “Dreams of Glass”. In 1975, 
he was approached by director Milos Forman and Michael Douglas about 
appearing in the film version of “One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest”. His big 
break came in 1978 when he auditioned for a role on an ABC sitcom pilot called 
“Taxi”. Louie DePalma, played flawlessly by Danny, became one of the most 
memorable characters in television history. He ended up winning an Emmy 
award and being nominated three other times. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, 
Danny maintained his status as a great character actor with memorable roles in 
movies like “Romancing the Stone”, “Ruthless People”, “Throw Momma from the 
Train” and “Twins”. He also had a great deal of success behind the camera, 
directing movies like “The War of the Roses” and “Hoffa”. In 1992, Danny was 
introduced to a new generation of moviegoers when he was given the role of The 
Penguin/Oswald Cobblepot in Tim Burton's highly successful “Batman Returns”. 
This earned him a nomination for Best Villain at the MTV Movie Awards. That 
same year, along with his then-wife Rhea Perlman, Danny co-founded Jersey 
Films, which has produced many popular films and TV shows, including “Pulp 
Fiction”, “Get Shorty”, “Man on the Moon” and “Erin Brockovich”. DeVito was also 
one of the producers nominated for an Academy Award for Best Picture for “Erin 
Brockovich”. DeVito and wife Rhea Perlman starred together in his 1996 film 
“Matilda”. DeVito has many directing credits to his name as well, including “Throw 
Momma from the Train”, “The War of the Roses”,“Hoffa”, “Death to Smoochy” 
and “St. Sebastian”. In 2006, he returned to series television in the FX comedy 
series “It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia”. He is also known for his voice roles 
insuch films as “Space Jam”, “Hercules” and “The Lorax”. His most recent roles 
have been in the “Wiener-Dog”, “Dumbo”, and on the FX and FXX sitcom “It's 
Always Sunny in Philadelphia”.
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James Woods-Hades (voice)
James Howard Woods (born April 18, 1947) is an American actor and 
producer, who is known for his work in theater, television, and film. After 
appearing in a handful of New York City theater productions, Woods scored 
his first film role in “All the Way Home” and followed that up with meager 
supporting roles in “The Way We Were” and “The Choirboys”. It was Woods 
performance as the cop killer in “The Onion Field”, that seized the attention of 
movie-goers to his on-screen power. Woods quickly followed up with another 
role in another Joseph Wambaugh film adaptation, “The Black Marble”, and in 
the films “Videodrome”, “Once Upon a Time in America”, and which he scored 
a best actor Academy Award nomination as abrasive journalist Richard Boyle 
in “Salvador”. The decade of the 1990s started off strongly with high praise for 
his role as Roy Cohn in the television production of “Citizen Cohn”. Woods 
was equally impressive as sneaky hustler Lester Diamond who cons Sharon 
Stone in “Casino”, made a tremendous H.R. Haldeman in Nixon”, portrayed 
serial killer Carl Panzram in “Killer: A Journal of Murder”, and then as accused 
civil rights assassin Byron De La Beckwith in “Ghosts of Mississippi”. Not to be 
typecast solely as hostile hoodlums, Woods has further expanded his range to 
encompass providing voice-overs for animated productions including 
“Hercules”, “Hooves of Fire”, and “Stuart Little 2”. Woods also appeared in the 
critically praised “The Virgin Suicides”, in the coming-of-age movie “Riding in 
Cars with Boys”, as a corrupt medico in “Any Given Sunday”, and in the 
comedy-horror spoof “Scary Movie 2”. 

Susan Egan- Megara (voice)
Susan Farrell Egan (born February 18, 1970) is an American actress, 
singer, dancer, voice actress, and comedian, known for her work on the 
Broadway stage. She is best known for originating the role of Belle in the 
Broadway musical adaptation of “Beauty and the Beast'', as well as for 
providing the voice of Megara in “Hercules”, and the voice for Rose Quartz 
on “Steven Universe”. She started her career touring with the performance 
group the “Young Americans”. While attending UCLA, Egan took time off 
when Tommy Tune cast her as Kim in his touring production of “Bye Bye 
Birdie”. After the tour ended, she was cast in the tour of “State Fair” and 
won the coveted role of Belle in the original Broadway cast of “Beauty and 
the Beast”, for which she was nominated for the Tony Award and the Drama 
Desk Award, Outstanding Actress in a Musical. At the Sacramento Music 
Circus, she portrayed Maria in “The Sound of Music” in 1996 and Molly 
Brown in ``The Unsinkable Molly Brown” in 2002. Egan joined “Thoroughly 
Modern Millie” in February 2004 as Millie. In 2001, Egan appeared at the 
Hollywood Bowl in the concert version of “Show Boat” as Julie. In 2016 
Egan appeared alongside Brad Kane at the Hollywood Bowl as opening 
acts for Disney's "The Little Mermaid Live" show. Egan's voice has been 
featured in the English language versions of two feature films by Hayao 
Miyazaki: “Spirited Away” and “Porco Rosso”. She is most widely known for 
voicing Megara in “Hercules” and reprised her role in “Kingdom Hearts II”. 
Egan provided Angel's singing voice in “Lady and the Tramp II: Scamp's 
Adventure” and the voice acting for Rose Quartz on the Cartoon Network 
animated series “Steven Universe”.
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Bobcat Goldthwait - Pain (voice)
Robert Francis 'Bobcat' Goldthwait (born May 26, 1962) is an American 
comedian, and writer, producer, director, and star of films and television 
shows. He is most widely known for his at times screechy voice and 
scattergun delivery during his standup comedy performances and some film 
roles. He decided on a career as a comedian at an early age and was 
performing professionally while still in high school at the age of 15. He and 
his classmate, Tom Kenny, performed in a comedy duo, billing themselves 
as "Bobcat and Tomcat". Goldthwait became recognized as a solo stand-up 
comedian and had three televised concert specials in the 1980s: “Bob 
Goldthwait - Is He Like That All the Time?”, “An Evening with Bobcat 
Goldthwait: Share the Warmth” and “Meat Bob?. Goldthwait's first major film 
role was in “Police Academy” Franchise. Goldthwait has written and 
directed a number of films and television series, most notably the black 
comedies “Shakes the Clown”, in which he also starred, “Sleeping Dogs 
Lie”, “World's Greatest Dad”, “God Bless America”, and “Willow Creek”; 
episodes of “Chappelle's Show”, “The Larry Sanders Show”, “Jimmy 
Kimmel Live!”, and “Maron”; and several stand-up specials, including 
“Patton Oswalt: Tragedy Plus Comedy Equals Time”. One of the most 
recognizable features of Goldthwait's performances is his voice. Goldthwait 
has voiced characters on the television series “Capitol Critters”; “The Moxy 
& Flea Show”; “Unhappily Ever After”; “Hercules” and “Buzz Lightyear of 
Star Command”. He has also appeared, as himself, hosting the comedy 
quiz show “Bobcat's Big Ass Show”.He made his feature film directorial 
debut with “Shakes the Clown”. His film, “Windy City Heat”, won a Comedia 
Award for Best Comedy Film at Montreal's Just for Laughs Film Festival in 
2004.

Matthew Frewer- Panic (voice)
Matthew George Frewer (born January 4, 1958) is a Canadian-American 
actor, singer and comedian. Frewer portrayed the artificial intelligence 
character “Max Headroom” in the 1980s, Frewer also played award-winning 
Network 23 journalist Edison Carter in the film. Frewer's film credits include 
Steven Spielberg's “The BFG”, “Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb”, 
“50/50”, “Foreverland”, “Frankie & Alice” , and “Watchmen”. He appeared in 
Snyder's 2004 film, “Dawn of the Dead”. He filmed “Attack on Darfur” and 
played the lead in the film “Wushu Warrior”. Other work includes “Honey”, “I 
Shrunk the Kids”, and “Lawnmower Man 2: Beyond Cyberspace”. Frewer 
starred in four “Sherlock Holmes” films for Muse Entertainment, CTV and the 
Odyssey Channel. He performed leading roles in numerous television 
movies & miniseries, including Nick Willing's “Alice” as the White Knight; for 
which he was nominated for a Gemini Award. He reunited with Nick Willing 
to play Daedalus in 13 episodes of “Olympus”. Frewerstarred in the 
television miniseries “Delete”, A&E's miniseries “Bag of Bones”, Hallmark's 
“Battle of the Bulbs”, and in Spielberg's “Taken”. He played an arsonist 
known as the Trashcan Man in the Stephen King-scripted ABC miniseries, 
“The Stand”. Frewer is a familiar face on the “Falling Skies” as well as 
“Eureka”, “Intelligence”, and “Doctor, Doctor”. He made guest appearances 
on such prime time network television series as “St. Elsewhere”, “Miami 
Vice”, and “Star Trek: The Next Generation”. Other notable turns on 
television include “Long Shadows”, “Kissinger and Nixon”, and “Apollo 11”. 
He voices in the film “Hercules” and in the animated series. Most recently, he 
worked in Los Angeles for HBO's Perry Mason and in Austin for AMC's Fear 
“The Walking Dead”. In Vancouver portrayed Carnage in Netflix's sci-fi 
drama “Altered Carbon”; “Timeless”, “ The Art of More”, and in “Orphan 
Black”.
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Rip Torn- Zeus (voice)
Elmore Rual Torn Jr. (February 6, 1931-July 9, 2019) known as Rip Torn was 
an American actor and voice actor. Torn made his feature film debut in Elia 
Kazan's “Baby Doll”. He moved to New York City and his serious acting career 
began on the small screen, where he made a name for himself in the Golden 
Age of Television; between 1957 and 1960, he appeared regularly on such 
prestigious live shows as “Omnibus” and “Playhouse 90”. Torn made his 
Broadway debut in Kazan's staging of Tennessee Williams' "Sweet Bird of 
Youth" in support of Paul Newman, Sidney Blackmer and Geraldine Page. He 
won a 1960 Tony Award nomination as Best Featured Actor in a Play and a 
Theater World award for his role as "Tom, Jr.", a role he recreated in the 1962 
film. He won two Obie awards for his work off-Broadway, for Distinguished 
Performance in "The Deer Park", and for Distinguished Direction for "The 
Beard". He had his own stage company, and directed his daughter Angelica 
Page in "Strangers in the Land of Canaan" at the Actors Studio. Torn made his 
feature film directorial debut with “The Telephone”. His best performance on 
film came in “Payday”, and he was nominated for a best supporting actor 
Oscar for “Cross Creek”. His role in Albert Brooks' comedy “Defending Your 
Life” led to his being cast in “The Larry Sanders Show”. Torn won six 
consecutive Emmy nominations for the role, winning once for Best Supporting 
Actor in a comedy series in 1996. In 1997, Torn appeared in the Disney film 
“Hercules”. Torn played MIB agency boss Zed in the 1997 hit film “Men in 
Black”, a role he reprised in the 2002 sequel “Men in Black II”. In 2001, Torn 
portrayed James "Jim" Brody in the comedy film “Freddy Got Fingered”. In 
2004, he played Patches O'houlihan in “DodgeBall: A True Underdog Story."

Samantha Eggar- Hera (voice)
Victoria Louise Samantha Marie Elizabeth Therese Eggar (born March 5,1939) 
is a British-American film, stage, television, and voice actress. After beginning 
her career in Shakespearean theatre, she rose to fame for her performance in 
William Wyler's thriller "The Collector" (1965), which earned her a Golden 
Globe Award and an Academy Award nomination for Best Actress. Eggar 
began her acting career in several Shakespearean companies. She also 
appeared onstage in a production of Douglas Seale's “Landscape with 
Figures”, where she was noticed by a talent scout, and from there was cast in 
the film “Dr. Crippen”. Her second film role was in 1962 in “The Wild and the 
Willing”; the same year, she appeared onstage again in a production of 
“Twelfth Night”.In 1965, Eggar appeared in the thriller “The Collector”. She 
received a nomination for the Academy Award for Best Actress, and won a 
Golden Globe award for her performance. She was also awarded Best Actress 
at the Cannes Film Festival in 1966.The following year, Eggar starred in “Walk, 
Don't Run”, followed by a lead role as Emma Fairfax in Richard Fleischer's 
musical adaptation of ``Doctor Dolittle”.  In 1963, she played the title character 
in Marcia, a second-season episode of “The Saint”. She then began focusing 
exclusively on feature films including: “The Molly Maguires”, and “The Light at 
the Edge of the World”. In 1973, Eggar relocated to the United States and 
appeared first in television, guest starring on episodes of “Starsky & Hutch” and 
“Columbo”. She would go on to star in a number of horror films, including “The 
Dead Are Alive”, “A Name for Evil”, “The Uncanny”, and “The Brood”.She also 
appeared as Maggie Gioberti in "The Vintage Years", but was replaced by 
Susan Sullivan when the series went into production. She appeared in the 
drama “Dark Horse”, followed by the superhero film “The Phantom”. In 1997, 
she provided the voice of Hera in Disney's animated film “Hercules”; she would 
also supply the voice for the subsequent television series. Eggar also had a 
role in the sci-fi thriller “The Astronaut's Wife”. She has appeared as the wife of 
Captain Jean-Luc Picard's brother Robert on the television series “Star Trek: 
The Next Generation”, and as Sarah Templeton on the short-lived television 
series “Commander in Chief”.
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THE MAKING OF 
HERCULES
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Bringing Hercules to the Screen

17

"Overseeing the production of "Hercules" is the distinctive and dynamic filmmaking team of 
John Musker and Ron Clements, who served as directors, producers and writers on the film. 
Following their directing debut in 1986 with "The Great Mouse Detective," the team continued 
to play a major role in the revitalization of Disney feature animation by directing, producing and 
writing "The Little Mermaid," (1989) and "Aladdin" (1992). With their trademark brand of wacky 
humor, broad caricatures and stylish art direction, Musker & Clements have once again come 
up with an animated film that breaks the mold and delivers great entertainment in the process. 
Producer Alice Dewey worked with the directors as production manager on "Aladdin." In 
addition to an extensive background in theater, she also served as associate producer of 
Disney's 1994 animated blockbuster, "The Lion King." Kendra Haaland was the associate 
producer.

Musker & Clements began working on "Hercules" in the fall of 1993 and devoted the next nine 
months to writing an outline, several treatments and a first draft of the screenplay. During that 
time, art director Andy Gaskill ("The Lion King") joined the team and began overseeing visual 
development on the film. Barry Johnson also came on board at an early stage as head of 
story. This group was later joined by screenwriters Bob Shaw & Donald McEnery and Irene 
Mecchi, who brought additional humor and definition to the script. For this project, the directors 
are reunited with eight-time Academy Award®-winning composer Alan Menken, who had 
previously worked with the team on "The Little Mermaid" and "Aladdin." Providing lyrics to 
Menken's melodies this time around is Tony Award-winner David Zippel ("City of Angels"). The 
songwriters used a pastiche of styles with a gospel influence to bring a wonderful sense of fun 
and entertainment to the film. In all, they created six new tunes for the film and Menken once 
again composed the entertaining and evocative underscore which accents the story's various 
moods and emotions. Helping to make the film as visually exciting as the story itself is the 
inspired production design of renowned British artist Gerald Scarfe (The London Sunday 
Times, "Pink Floyd--The Wall"), who was initially brought on to assist with the character 
design. His bold, expressive linear style gave the filmmakers a fresh and unified look for the 
project and his role expanded from conceptual artist to that of an ongoing artistic advisor to the 
animators. Scarfe also worked closely with art director Andy Gaskill and production stylist Sue 
Nichols to incorporate "Scarfisms" into almost every aspect of the production from 
backgrounds to effects and layout, and also provided a bridge from Greek vase paintings to 
Disney animation. The result is one of the most striking and unusual looking of Disney's 
animated films, with a style all its own that perfectly complements the filmmakers' comedic 
approach to the subject.



Rounding out the creative team for the film, Musker & Clements hand-picked many of the 
Studio's top talents to head up specific areas of the production. The artistic supervisors were 
Rasoul Azadani (Layout), Thomas Cardone (Backgrounds), Mauro Maressa (Visual Effects), 
Roger Gould (Computer Graphics Imagery) and Nancy Kniep (Cleanup). Peter Del Vecho 
was the production manager with Dan Hansen serving as artistic coordinator and Ann Tucker 
taking on the role of technical coordinator. Tom Finan ("The Lion King") was the film's editor.

After completing work on "Aladdin" in 1992, Musker & Clements began exploring numerous 
possibilities for their next project. They looked at about 30 ideas being developed by the 
story department before settling on the classic tale of the popular Greek hero. The idea for 
a Disney film about "Hercules" had originally been suggested by animator Joe Haidar at 
one of the department's "gong show" presentations, where anyone from Feature Animation 
is able to pitch potential projects.

According to Ron Clements, "Mythology appealed to us because it hadn't really been 
tapped into before for an animated feature. The Pastoral sequence in 'Fantasia' touched on 
it somewhat but not to any great extent. The idea of Hercules being half-man, half-god 
presented lots of interesting and humorous possibilities." John Musker adds, "The story of 
Hercules seemed like it would be great for animation because of its fantasy elements and 
the fact that you're dealing with characters that are larger than life. The opportunity to do a 
superhero action-adventure story was too good to pass up. There have been many 
'cheesy' versions of the Hercules story done before but there hasn't really been an 'A' 
version." In their role as screenwriters, they spent the next nine months reading lots of 
books on mythology, revisiting several of the "cheesy" film versions from the past, and 
writing an outline, several treatments and eventually their own first draft of a script. During 
this same period, they also worked on some preliminary visual development for the film as 
well.
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"We discovered that there wasn't just one definitive version of the Hercules legend, but 
many, many different stories," says Clements. "He became such an incredibly popular 
hero that, in fact, a lot of other stories about other heroes got turned into Hercules stories. 
He was so popular that they took the earlier myths and reinvented them." Musker 
observes, "Another thing that we really liked about Hercules was that he was the common 
man's hero. Whereas a lot of the gods seem beyond something you could aspire to, 
people related to Hercules because he was more of a regular guy. That's why he became 
the most common subject on vases and objects of the period." As the script took shape, 
so did the humor. Musker and Clements decided to portray Greek society as a kind of 
parallel of modern day society. The bustling town of Thebes took on the nickname of "the 
Big Olive" and drew inspiration from modern-day Manhattan and Los Angeles. Another 
major creative direction they chose was to inject elements of classic '30s and '40s 
screwball comedy into the mix. Clements comments, "We wanted to do this sort of Frank 
Capra/Preston Sturges take on the subject with a worldly, snappy-talking femme-fatale 
and an innocent leading man. We envisioned Meg as Barbara Stanwyck and Hercules as 
Jimmy Stewart or Henry Fonda in the body of Arnold Schwarzenegger. This seemed like a 
great opportunity to do that sort of relationship and give it an edge. We wanted to turn the 
whole story on its head a bit."

Loosely borrowing from the original myths, Musker & Clements found great material and 
characters to work with. "Pain and Panic were actually attendants to Ares, the god of war," 
notes Musker. "He had four minions -- Pain, Panic, Famine and Oblivion. It sounds like a 
terrible law firm. We decided to use Pain and Panic because they seemed like the perfect 
names for Hades' sidekicks." Once Musker & Clements completed their first draft of the 
screenplay and began to concentrate on other aspects of the production, the screenwriting 
team of Bob Shaw & Donald McEnery came on board to provide additional humor and 
definition to the script. Shaw & McEnery had written an Emmy-nominated episode of 
"Seinfeld" and they had each had extensive experience as stand-up comics. Also 
collaborating on the final screenplay was Irene Mecchi, a witty and talented writer whose 
previous credits include the Disney features, "The Lion King" and "The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame." (Disney)
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THE HISTORY OF HERCULES

"The Greeks had a word for him -- Heracles, to be exact. Although Disney's animated 
account of the mythological superhero takes the liberty of calling him by his more common 
Roman name of Hercules, Musker & Clements and the story team were inspired by the 
always fascinating and often outrageous tales of the legendary Greek hero. With its loose 
and comedic approach to the subject matter, Disney's "Hercules" is not exactly an accurate 
account of Greek mythology. And yet, the written accounts of Hercules became an 
important springboard for the film. Ovid was the first to write about this great hero in the 
year 1000 BC and, several thousand years later, the 5th century poet Euripides added to 
his legacy with perhaps the most famous version of the story. Even among experts, there 
are many varying versions of the classic mythological tales. Hercules, being one of the 
most popular heroes of the day, was also one of the most chronicled and each region had 
its own version of his adventures.

By all accounts, Hercules was Ancient Greece's consummate hero -- part superman, part 
everyman. To commemorate his superhuman acts of heroism, he became an icon and his 
likeness appeared on a staggering number of Grecian vases, plates and other artifacts. He 
was courageous, indomitable and alone in his fight against the tyrannies of the world. In 
classic mythology, Hercules is indeed the son of Zeus but his mother is a mortal named 
Alcmene. Practical and egotistical Zeus took it upon himself to sire this demi-god in 
response to a prophesy that the only way to save the world from the Titans -- 50 gigantic 
beasts with the legs of serpents -- was with the help of the greatest and strongest of mortal 
men. When Hera discovered what Zeus had done, she sent two serpents to kill the child 
but young Hercules strangled the creatures with his bare hands. Aware now of her son's 
destiny, Alcmene had Hercules trained in all the arts required of a warrior hero: 
charioteering, fencing, wrestling and music. Too strong for his own good, Hercules was 
sent into the mountains as a shepherd, where at age 18 he killed a great lion. He used the 
skin as a cloak with the head forming a kind of hood and this is the famous costume 
depicted in most artwork. 



Hercules' first marriage to Princess Megara produced three sons but came to a tragic end 
when a vengeful Hera caused him to go mad. Hera added misery to his grief by 
conspiring to have him become the slave of his cowardly cousin King Eurystheus for a 
period of one year, during which time he was subject to every demand and labor the evil 
little relative could dream up. With Hera working behind the scenes to suggest 
increasingly impossible and perilous tasks, the "Twelve Labors of Hercules" began to 
take shape and would lead to the hero's further glory. The labors included fighting the 
Nemean Lion, killing the nine-headed Hydra (which grew two heads to replace each 
severed one), capturing the murderous boar of Mt. Erymanthus, cleaning the stables of 
King Augeas, driving away the Stymphalian birds, catching the fire-breathing bull of 
Crete, bringing back the golden girdle of the Amazon Queen Hippolyta, picking three 
golden apples guarded by a fire-breathing dragon and bringing back Hades' three-headed 
guard dog, Cerberus.

His labors completed, Hercules returned to civilization to resume his life and chose a 
Caledonian princess named Deianira to be his second wife. On the way home from the 
marriage, Hercules killed the Centaur Nessus for making ungentlemanly passes at his 
bride but not before the crafty creature convinced Deianira to take a few drops of his 
blood to prevent Hercules from desiring other women. Adventure and trouble continued to 
find Hercules. Another incident had him indebted to Queen Omphale of Lydia, who forced 
him to dress as a serving woman for three years and to spin and sew with his big hands. 
When Hercules' wife became jealous of another woman, she decided to use Nessus' 
"love charm," not knowing that it would seal his fate. Finding himself in unbearable pain, 
Hercules begged to be placed on a funeral pyre. Accompanied by a loud thunderclap, he 
was borne up to Mount Olympus where he was at last reunited with his godly kin and thus 
making good on that prophesied battle with the Titans. Begging Hercules' forgiveness for 
all her treachery, Hera gave him her own daughter Hebe (goddess of eternal youth) as 
his bride. Hercules may not have been a real person but "The Pillars of Hercules," two 
giant crags which separate Europe from Africa and which were said to have been placed 
there by him on the way to a labor, are still in place today." (Disney)
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ON THE ANIMATION 
"Just as Hercules had to "go the distance" to find himself, the animators working on "Hercules" had 
to embark on a personal journey of their own to create the style and personalities of the film's 
extraordinary cast of characters. Gerald Scarfe's extreme designs offered additional challenges to 
the usual process of creating a performance and forced them to explore new and rewarding ways to 
animate the characters.

For Andreas Deja, one of his generation's superstar animators and a 17-year Disney veteran who 
has supervised such memorable villains as Gaston, Jafar and Scar, the assignment of overseeing 
the heroic lead was a welcome and challenging departure. "For me, it's more difficult to animate a 
hero than a villain because they're more subtle," observes Deja. "Villains usually have broad 
mannerisms and their expressions are juicier. Animating Hercules presented a totally different set of 
challenges. He starts out very innocent and naive but at the end of the film he emerges very 
confident as a result of all he's been through. These attitudes are reflected in the way he walks and 
in other body language. Although physically he has some similarities to Gaston, their personalities 
are entirely different and my experience on 'Beauty' allowed me to do a better job animating 
Hercules.

"Hercules is probably the most difficult character that I've ever had to draw because his muscles and 
much of his anatomy are visible. Usually a character has a shirt or a coat to hide these things but 
with Hercules you couldn't cheat. You had to know how the knee works and what the muscles in the 
arm look like when they turn. Live action reference was helpful up to a point but because the 
character is so stylized, you end up closing your eyes and trying to figure out how does a Greek god 
do this. A lot of inspiration comes from the voice and, for this character, Tate Donovan was a terrific 
springboard. He had a very positive, bouncy quality to his performance and he provided a nice 
honest charm without being too cute or saccharine."
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According to Deja, "To be a good animator, you have to be a good performer. That is really 
more important than the drawing. If you just draw well and you know how to draw Disney 
characters, it doesn't make you a good animator. You have to give these things a soul, which 
is easy to say and very difficult to do. Moving things around and knowing animation rules isn't 
enough. The thing you have to do is really dig very deeply into the character and analyze him 
or her. And also be clever about it at the same time." As for the film's unique style, Deja 
says, "When I first came on the movie, Gerald had done a few drawings and I thought, 'my 
God, this stuff is wonderful and wild but how am I going to animate it?' 'Where are the joints 
and how can you make this stuff move in a believable way?' But you just roll up your sleeves 
and try it. Then you find a middle ground where you have your Disney experience and you 
take on this new look and it becomes a fun mix. Gerald was a joy to work with because he 
loved what we did. He had also done some animation in the past so he knew the problems 
that we were up against."

For Nik Ranieri, a nine-year Disney veteran whose credits include supervising Lumiere and 
Meeko, the assignment to animate Hades was a dream come true. "We've never really had a 
villain like Hades before," observes Ranieri, "which is what really appealed to me about the 
character. Unlike some of our other villains who are brooding or mysterious, Hades is very 
charismatic and outgoing; sort of in your face. On the one hand, he's trying to be your best 
friend and schmooze you because he knows you can catch more flies with honey. But he 
also has an ulterior motive that he's not showing. We envisioned him as a fast-talking 
Hollywood dealmaker or a used car salesman, dangling a carrot on a stick to get people to 
do certain things. That sort of false face is fascinating but it also is the worst kind of evil 
because you don't recognize it until the end."
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Ranieri drew inspiration from Scarfe's many concept drawings and worked with the production 
designer and the directors to give the character a look all his own. But it wasn't until James 
Woods was cast to do the voice that the character's personality truly emerged.
"James Woods was amazing to work with and really helped to make Hades a unique villain," 
says Ranieri. "At the recording sessions, he was so lively and he gave us so much to work 
with. He'd be dancing around and wanting to try each line lots of different ways. He also ad-
libbed a lot and many of those lines ended up in the film. He really made the character come 
alive and gave us ideas we never would have thought to use with a villain. It's an animator's 
dream to get a great performance on the voice track and with James I could actually hear the 
expressions on the tape. As I would watch him perform, I couldn't wait to get back to my 
drawing board and try to bring some of his expressions and features to the character. I would 
push the lips a little bit and make the face a little more gaunt. The pupils got a little bigger and 
the eyes rounder. Before you knew it, it started to look like him. When he saw the drawings I 
had done at the next session, he really got jazzed."

Adding to Hades' unique look and personality is his flaming hair which runs the gamut from 
cool gas-jet blue to fiery red depending on his mood. The actual animation of the hair was 
handled by the talented team in effects animation with detailed input from Ranieri as to how it 
should move. Ken Duncan, the supervising animator in charge of Meg, enjoyed creating the 
performance and personality for this dynamic and energetic female lead. "What's nice about 
Meg is that she's a very strong character with a mind of her own," says Duncan. "She's quick-
witted, independent and has a dramatic arc in the film which takes her from being untrusting 
and hard-edged to being a softer, more open person by the end of the film. Susan Egan was 
fantastic to work with and her take on the character gave me great ideas as to attitudes, 
poses and gestures. As an animator, the big payoff is when the audience gets involved with 
your character and feels the emotions that she is feeling. If they can relate to her, she'll live 
forever." In the comic relief department, "Hercules" offers some of Disney's all-time funniest 
characters. 
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Overseeing the animation of Phil was the incredibly talented Eric Goldberg, who had 
previously created the Genie character for "Aladdin" and went on to co-direct Disney's 
"Pocahontas." Between directing gigs, Goldberg welcomed the chance to put pencil to paper 
once again to create one of Disney's unforgettable characters. Goldberg notes, "Phil is short, 
bald, overweight and has a beard, so it's really a stretch for me. I started out drawing Danny 
DeVito and everybody kept saying, 'Hey, it looks like you.' So there's probably a little bit of 
both of us in him. The character is very round, pliable and squishy so I thought a lot about 
Grumpy and Bacchus (from 'Fantasia') as well as the seminal character designs that Gerald 
provided. Danny's improvisation really helped to make the character come alive as well and 
provided just the right blend of comedy and emotion that the part called for." He adds, "John 
and Ron have taken a canvas that's huge -- Ancient Greece and the gods -- and given it a 
scope and breadth that makes it magical. One thing that really does make animation magical 
is when it stops being something that you could see in live-action and goes to the next level. 
Animation allows us the scope to do things that are larger than life." Orchestrating the hilarious 
antics of Hades' sidekicks, Pain and Panic, were animators Brian Ferguson and James Lopez. 
Inspired by the voices of Bobcat Goldthwait and Matt Frewer, these two first-time supervisors 
let their imaginations run wild and worked closely to create their characters' intertwined 
performances. In designing Panic, Ferguson started with the eyes and subsequently came up 
with the elongated head which best suited the character's cowering "demon-or."

Ellen Woodbury, the supervising animator for Pegasus, drew on her love of horses and 
experience animating Zazu (the hornbill in "The Lion King") to create Hercules' playful pony 
pal. She looked at lots of bird footage before deciding to give this big elegant horse the 
characteristics of a little tweety bird. "He's such a combination of opposites," she says. "Here's 
this sleek princely character and he turns out to be kind of a goofball jock. Instead of big 
commanding voice, he comes out with these little chirpy sounds. Pegasus' whole orientation is 
physical and he just loves to horse around." For his animation of Baby Hercules, supervising 
animator Randy Haycock was able to do some important studies close to home with his own 
newborn, who arrived just in time to serve as a reference model. The animator was also 
responsible for overseeing Herc's actions as an awkward teen, and for that he drew on his 
own teenage experience of being tall, skinny and a bit uncoordinated."
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ON THE MUSIC
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"When you think of a film set in Greece and focusing on the legendary gods of Mount Olympus, 
you might expect the music to feature bouzoukis, lyres and other Greek instrumentation. But 
like just about everything else in "Hercules," Musker & Clements opted for the road less 
traveled and came up with some inventive and offbeat ideas for the film's music as well. To 
help them in their efforts, they turned to eight-time Oscar®-winning composer Alan Menken, 
with whom they had worked so successfully in the past on "The Little Mermaid" and "Aladdin."

For this project, Menken joined creative forces with Tony Award-winning lyricist David Zippel, 
who provided wit, irreverence and emotion with his clever words for the songs. Menken and 
Zippel have been friends for over 16 years and even wrote a few songs together in the early 
'80s. They had been wanting to collaborate on a musical for some time and this film gave them 
the perfect opportunity.

The basic idea to infuse the songs in "Hercules" with gospel style overtones came from John 
Musker. He explains, "Gospel is a storytelling kind of music which is often associated with 
hope, idealism and larger-than-life events. It can be exhilarating, especially when it gets 
everybody on their feet. From the beginning, we were looking for a contemporary equivalent for 
the Greek references that would add an aspect of fun to the film and this style of music seemed 
to be entertaining and a real departure at the same time.

"As we were researching the story and learning about all the gods and goddesses, we came 
across the Muses, who were the goddesses of the arts," continues Musker. "When you're doing 
a musical about Greece, it seemed like the Muses should be in there. We thought they would 
be a great storytelling device -- our own version of a Greek chorus. And gospel music with 
some rhythm and blues and pop influences seemed to be the perfect kind of music for our 
Muses because their traditional role is to tell of the god's heroic accounts." 



Clements says, "We really wanted to work with Alan again. There is something about his 
music and melodies that we really gravitated toward. He always brings lots of enthusiasm 
to these projects and is great to work with. Alan has an innate gift for writing melodies that 
really catch your ear. You hear them once or twice and they stay with you. And that's 
something many composers can't do." Musker adds, "We wanted a lyricist who could be 
funny and sharp and smart and David Zippel fit that bill in every way. We had just seen 
'City of Angels' and we felt he brought a real sense of '40s sassiness and hipness to it 
which were the same sensibilities we wanted for 'Hercules.'" As he's done so successfully 
in the past, Menken's work blends together a variety of musical styles to create a 
melodically impressive and unique pastiche.

The film opens with a rousing and energetic gospel style song called appropriately enough 
"The Gospel Truth," which is spiritedly sung by the Muses. Menken says, "One of the first 
rules of a musical is that you have to open with a song that sets the tone and establishes 
that this is a musical. The Muses are just pure fun and they work effortlessly in the film. For 
this song we wanted something a la 'Dream Girls,' kind of Motown and a bit sexy. The song 
explodes into the chorus and it is very entertaining." Zippel adds, "'The Gospel Truth' is our 
introduction to Zeus, Hercules and history. It sets the tone for the film because it introduces 
the Muses as well. This song immediately gives the audience a sense of the film's humor 
and style and our approach to telling the story." The song, "Go the Distance," is sung by 
teenage Hercules (singing voice of Roger Bart) as he musically expresses his heartfelt 
desire and determination to find his place in life. More than any of the other songs, this one 
emerges as an anthem for the film and captures the emotion and motivation for Hercules' 
quest. The song is heard again over the film's end credits where it is soulfully sung by 
Grammy-winning recording artist Michael Bolton.
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"'Go the Distance' is an extremely important theme for the film, both musically and 
lyrically," explains Menken. "It began as a heroic fanfare I was writing for the main title and 
I suggested that we construct a song out of it. It was a hard song to write because it was a 
real balancing act to bring together the grandness of this melody and still make it kind of 
intimate. We wanted it to be very accessible and hold you as it builds up to this big release 
about wanting to 'go the distance.' It is really very exhilarating and filled with emotion. 
David and I are particularly proud of this effort."

Demonstrating their versatility and talent, the songwriters switched from gospel and R&B 
to a bouncy Vaudeville style for the tune "One Last Hope," delightfully delivered by a 
skeptical satyr named Phil (Danny DeVito). In this song, a "satyr-but-wiser" Phil tells of his 
previous disappointments and guarded optimism about his latest hero-in-training.
"This song gave us a chance to get into another style completely," says Menken. "We 
were looking for our big comedic production number -- a real Broadway-style tune in the 
tradition of 'You've Gotta Have Heart' or the kind of songs that Frank Loesser used to 
write. Danny is not an experienced musical theater performer but he ended up giving a 
real musical theater performance. He really got it. At first, he was singing it too much, so I 
told him to think of Jimmy Durante -- the way he would half speak his songs -- and then it 
came out sounding like Danny DeVito singing. It was great. This song also served an 
important story point because it shows Hercules mature from an awkward kid into a 
disciplined and muscular adult."

The Muses return to sing Hercules' praises in the gospel-tinged tune, "Zero to Hero." 
Accompanied by some inventive and quick-paced cutting, this witty ditty offers some 
insightful comments about becoming an instant celebrity. "'Zero to Hero' was the first song 
we wrote," recalls Menken. "It's as close to rock and roll as I've gotten at Disney. It's a big 
production number and one of the best I've ever been involved with. It's just sensational 
the way the Muses are trading off lead vocals and then singing background. Working with 
Lillias (White) and the other vocalists has been one of the most pleasing assignments that 
I've had on any of my film projects. They put lots of work into honing their vocals and really 
making this something very special."
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The beautiful Meg takes the musical spotlight on a song called "I Won't Say," in which she 
finally begins to realize that she's falling for Herc but isn't ready to admit it to herself. 
Complete with musical backings by the Muses, this song captures Meg's mixed emotions as 
she attempts to come to grips with what she is feeling. For this song, Menken incorporated 
a late '50s, early '60s girl group sound (think Leslie Gore, Carole King) which gave it a 
distinctive flavor all its own. "It's a love song with a sense of humor," says Zippel. "It's the 
classic love song of 'I'm not in love' and we know she really is. Susan Egan is an 
extraordinary actress who really understands her character. She has an edge and yet she's 
likable at the same time. Susan really delivered the goods." 

Rounding out the musical bill is a knock-out gospel flavored finale, "A Star is Born," which is 
sung in high style by the Muses as they testify to Herc's status as a true hero. Menken 
notes, "It's an explosion of joy which is very much in the gospel response song tradition. It's 
unusual to introduce a new song at the very end of the film, but this one really works well 
and is a celebration of the fact that anyone can be a true hero if they make the effort." 
Zippel sums up his experience on "Hercules" in this way: "I think animated musicals are as 
close as movies get to Broadway shows. You want to create characters that sing and speak 
in the same voice. It's very much about story and keeping the drama going through the 
songs. Broadway was a great training ground for working on animated features. And 
collaborating with Alan, John & Ron has been an absolute pleasure."
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MEET CO-WRITER & 
DIRECTOR, RON CLEMENTS
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Ronald Francis Clements (born April 25, 1953) is an American 
animator, animation director, screenwriter, and producer. He is known 
for collaborating with fellow director John Musker. Ron Clements' 
interest in animation can be traced back to his first viewing of Disney's 
“Pinocchio” when he was ten years old. He began making animated 
movies using a super-8 camera when he was a teenager, which led to 
a part-time job creating animated commercials at a local television 
station. During this time, he also single-handedly animated a 15-
minute film called “Shades of Sherlock Holmes”. Clements began his 
career as an animator for Hanna-Barbera. After a few months there, 
he was accepted into Disney's Talent Development Program, an 
animator training ground and workshop. After that, he served a two-
year apprenticeship with famed animator Frank Thomas, a 
supervising animator of Disney films such as “Peter Pan” “Lady and 
the Tramp”, and “The Aristocats”. Clements made his feature debut as 
a character animator on “The Rescuers” and “Pete's Dragon”. In 1981, 
he became the supervising animator on “The Fox and the Hound”. 
Future partner John Musker worked as a character animator under 
him, and Clements later teamed up with Musker as story artists on 
“The Black Cauldron” before they were removed from the project. 
While working on “The Great Mouse Detective”, newly appointed 
Disney CEO and chairman Michael Eisner and Jeffrey Katzenberg 
issued invitations to the animation staff for their first held "gong show" 
session. Demanding only five new ideas, Clements went to a 
bookstore and discovered Hans Christian Andersen's “The Little 
Mermaid”. At the gong show session, “Mermaid” was rejected for its 
similarities to “Splash” while “Planet” was rejected by Eisner because 
Paramount Pictures was developing a “Star Trek” sequel with a 
“Treasure Island” angle. The next morning, Katzenberg approached 
Clements and asked him to expand his initial treatment. Released in 
1989, “The Little Mermaid” was praised as a milestone in the rebirth of 
Disney animation. Clements and Musker next wrote, directed and 
produced “Aladdin”. The film was nominated for numerous awards, 
including several Oscars and went on to win two, for Best Music and 
Best Song. Their next project was “Hercules”, which they directed, 
wrote and produced, and although it wasn't as big a hit as their 
previous films, they won an Annie award together for "Best Individual 
Achievement: Directing in a Feature Production." Their biggest 
achievement to date came in 2010 when they were nominated for an 
Academy Award for their work on “The Princess and the Frog”. 
Though the film didn't win in any of the three categories it was 
nominated for, it picked up several Annies and was a box office 
success. In 2016, Clements reunited with Musker to direct the 
animated adventure “Moana”.
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MEET CO-WRITER & 
DIRECTOR, JOHN MUSKER

John Musker (born November 8, 1953) is an American animator, 
animation director, screenwriter and producer. Along with Ron 
Clements, he makes up the duo of one of the Disney animation 
studio's leading director teams. His initial interview with Disney was 
met with rejection, so he enrolled with a partial scholarship to the 
California Institute of the Arts to perfect his craft. Completion of his 
first year of study at CalArts included a summer internship at Disney, 
and they were so impressed with his work for them that they offered 
him a full time job as an animator. Musker turned it down, opting 
instead to return for his second year of training. He finally began his 
career at Disney in 1977. His first assignment was as an assistant 
animator on a short called “Th e Small One”. His feature film debut 
came when he worked as an animator on “Pete's Dragon”. He was 
promoted to supervising animator by 1981, when he worked on “The 
Fox and the Hound”. Soon after, he began collaborating with Ron 
Clements, another Disney animator, and the two provided additional 
story material for “The Black Cauldron”. In 1986, along with other 
collaborators, they wrote and directed “The Great Mouse Detective”, 
based on a short Clements had made earlier. Clements and Musker 
next co-directed “The Little Mermaid”, based on the fairy tale by Hans 
Christian Anderson. The award-winning movie was a huge hit for 
Disney, and the team next wrote, directed and produced “Aladdin”, 
another enormous success for the studio that went on to become one 
of the most popular animated films of all time. It was nominated for 
many awards, including several Oscars and even won a couple, for 
Best Music and Best Song.Their next project was “Hercules”, which 
they directed, wrote and produced, and although it wasn't as big a hit 
as their previous films, they won an Annie award together for "Best 
Individual Achievement: Directing in a Feature Production." Musker 
and Clements shared another Annie nomination for "Outstanding 
Directing in an Animated Feature Production" for 2002's “Treasure 
Planet”, but it was in 2010 that they were nominated for the biggest 
prize of all, an Academy Award for their work on “The Princess and 
the Frog”. Though the film didn't win in any of the three categories it 
was nominated for, it picked up several Annies and was a box office 
success. In 2016, Musker reunited with Clements to direct the 
animated adventure “Moana”.
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● In the scene where two kids were trapped under a boulder, they said "someone call IXII".
Though pronounced as letters, this is a reference to the Roman numerals IX, I, I, or 911.

● When Hercules and Phil first meet, Phil says "Two words: I am retired," much to the
confusion of Hercules. However, in Greek, "I am retired" is actually only two words.

● James Woods (Hades) ate watermelon to make the slurping sounds more authentic in
the scene where Hades is eating worms.

● In Greek mythology, there were nine Muses. The five Muses are: Calliope (epic poetry),
Clio (history), Melpomene (tragedy), Terpsichore (dance), and Thalia (comedy).

● In the movie, Hades releases the Titans from a place at the bottom of the ocean. but in
the original myth they were banished to Tartarus, which is in the deepest and worst
section of the underworld.

● Pain calls the potion that turns Hercules mortal 'Grecian Formula'. Grecian Formula is an
actual product used to color greying hair.

● In the spanish version, the voice of Hercules is played by Ricky Martin and Megara is
voiced by singer Tatiana.

*There are lots of hidden easter eggs that Pixar leaves: 5 Hidden Mickey throughout the film, “IX-I-I”
as the emergency number is North America, Hercules childhood Home as reference to the Spring
Fresco, Phils training as a homage to “The Karate Kid”, Air Herc as reference to Nike Air footwear
line, “To Sid” note in honor of Grauman’s Chinese Theatre, John Musker and Ron Clements cameo,
Mast of the Argo from the “Hercules” television series, Scar from “Lion King”and the singing busts
from the “Haunted Mansion”.



1. What is the name of Hercules' sidekick, who he receives as a gift from his parents?

2. Who does Hades consult regarding Hercules?

3. What is engraved on the medal found around baby Hercules neck?

4. What trait does Hercules inherit from his father Zeus?

5. Who is Philoctetes?

6. How many muses are there?

7. What does Hades offer Megara in exchange for Hercules?

8. What does Hades ask from Hercules in exchange for releasing Megara?

9. When they are released, What mistake do the titans initially make?

10. Who does Hades send to challenge Hercules while the hero is without his strength?

11. What breaks Hercules out of his deal with Hades?

12. Where does Hercules dispose of the titans?

13. Why does Hercules say he risked his life for Megara?

14. According to Zeus, How is a true hero measured?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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Chicago Sun-Times - “Jumps into the ancient legends feet-first, cheerfully 
tossing out what won't fit and combining what's left into a new look and 
alighthearted style.”

New York Times - “On any level, earthly or otherwise, the ingenious new 
animated Hercules is pretty divine.”"

Los Angeles Times - “Light on its feet and continually amusing, this free-
spirited show-biz version of Greek mythology ranks with the best of 
modern Disney animation.”

Variety - “It's a winning tall tale, cleverly told and wonderfully voiced.”

CNN - “Kids will love Hercules. It's fast-paced, it's funny, and it has a very 
positive message. Adults will enjoy it as well, thanks to its animated artistry 
and sly wit.”
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CRITICAL ACCLAIM



ACTIVITIES
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HERCULES 
FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS

What You’ll Need:
• Colorful embroidery floss
• Scissors
• Colorful beads
• Letter beads that spell out your preferred quote or

name

How To Make It:
1. Begin by choosing three colors of embroidery floss.
2. For each color, measure and cut a piece of string to about one arm length. Make

sure all three strings are close to the same length.
3. Tie a knot at the top of the three strings about 2-3” from the end.
4. Begin to braid the strings with a standard braid.
5. Tie a knot before you begin adding beads. As needed, you can string the beads

through all three pieces of string, or just one piece. Play with the design by
sporadically adding colorful beads, or by creating a pattern.

6. Once you’ve completed adding all of the beads for your quote or name, tie another
knot. Continue braiding, and then finish the bracelet with one final knot.

7. Wear and share your friendship bracelets with friends.

Notes:
All scissor use should be supervised by an adult. Do not give tiny beads to small children.
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OVERVIEW
https://movies.disney.com/hercules

THE MAKING OF 
https://www.tribute.ca/people/biography/ron-clements/9357/
https://www.tribute.ca/people/john-musker/9356/
http://www.filmscouts.com/scripts/matinee.cfm?Film=hercule&File=productn

CHARACTER IMAGES AND BIOS
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Hercules_(character)
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Megara
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Zeus_(Hercules)
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Hades
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Pain_and_Panic
https://disneyshercules.fandom.com/wiki/The_Muses
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Hera
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Philoctetes
https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Olympian_Gods

ACTOR BIOS
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0004883/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000362/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
 https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000249/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
https://peoplepill.com/people/susan-egan/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001281/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001242/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0002058/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm

ACTOR PHOTOS
61650_v9_bb.jpg
426_v9_bb.jpg
29403_v9_ba.jpg
Latest
76186_v9_bb.jpg
657_v9_bb.jpg
DXi_KqXXUAI2ECE.jpg
https://www.gstatic.com/tv/thumb/persons/54727/54727_v9_ba.jpg
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ACTIVITIES
https://family.disney.com/craft/friendship-bracelets-inspired-by-hercules/
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/herculescoloring.html
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/megcoloring.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/coloring-painpanic.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/hades-coloring.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/pegasus-coloring.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/young-hercules-coloring.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/coloring-hercules.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/meghercules.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/muses-coloring.gif
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/hades-coloring2.png
https://www.disneyclips.com/funstuff/images/babyherculespegasus.gif

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
https://ohmy.disney.com/insider/2014/08/08/the-ultimate-hercules-trivia-quiz/

TRIVIA
https://www.georgetakei.com/21-awesome-facts-you-probably-didnt-know-about-disneys-hercul 
es-2640771335.html

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/hercules/reviews?type=top_critics

PHOTOS
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/70/8a/c6/708ac654677e4f66f25bf81ab461d5c0.jpg

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0119282/mediaviewer/rm387358208161368_v9_ba.jpg

https://www.gstatic.com/tv/thumb/persons/161265/161265_v9_ba.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M 
MV5BMTQ1NjIwNTgzOV5BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwMDkzODgxMzE@._V1_SY1000_CR0,0,1643,
1000_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BMTc5NzY1OTQ0Nl5BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwNzgzODgxMzE@._V1_SY1000_CR0,0,1670,
1000_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BNTE0ODI2MzgzMV5BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwNjkzODgxMzE@._V1_SY1000_CR0,0,1689,1
000_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BNjA0NDU4NjgyN15BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwODgzODgxMzE@._V1_SY1000_CR0,0,1678,1
000_AL_.jpg



https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BMmRiZjQ2MTMtM2JjMS00YjczLTkxMzMtOGJmMGFhZWJhZmVmXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVy
NjQ4ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BZmVhZTQ5OTMtNGNjYy00NDA2LThlM2MtM2JmNGMwNzk5MWE0XkEyXkFqcGdeQXV
yNjQ4ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BMTQ0OTE3YzQtZDIyNS00MzQ3LTk1NzMtMjdhZmJlNmVkZGIxXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNjQ
4ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BYjBlYTllMTYtNWU3Ny00Yjk3LThhMTctYWY0M2NmZjA4NzVmXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNjQ
4ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg]

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BOGRhZWFjZWYtMGYzOC00ZjNjLTlkMTUtOTMzZGM2N2Y1ZmVjXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyN
jQ4ODE4MzQ@._V1_SX1777_CR0,0,1777,999_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BZjMwMDgzZDYtMzQyMi00YzM4LWIxNTItY2Q4Mjc5NjI5OWQ0XkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNjQ
4ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BNzQ5YjM5Y2YtZjFmMS00NGQzLWI1NTktMjU2NjUxOWRmNTFiXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNT
QxMTIxMTk@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BMjMwNTI3MzA1MF5BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwMTkzODgxMzE@._V1_SY1000_CR0,0,1671,1
000_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BYjg1MDRlOWItMDg0Zi00YzEwLWI4ZGUtNzJmNzYwMTZhNDNjXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNj
Q4ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BYzc4ZWI2YjQtZDliYy00YzQ1LWIwZTYtM2VhOTFiZWJjNTFjXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNDQx
NjcxNQ@@._V1_SX1777_CR0,0,1777,999_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BNDk0NDg1MjEtNGE4My00Y2NiLWI2ZjUtYmVmZDBlNzRjYzNkXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNjQ
4ODE4MzQ@._V1_SX1777_CR0,0,1777,999_AL_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BYWIzM2FlZDEtNWNiZS00YjAzLWIzNGQtMDI5YWJlYjJjZWJlXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNjQ4
ODE4MzQ@._V1_.jpg

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/M/
MV5BZGE0M2Y1MDgtY2VkYS00MzgzLTk3YzktNjA4MjRhNzk3ODYxXkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyNjQ
4ODE4MzQ@._V1_SX1777_CR0,0,1777,999_AL_.jpg
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